COURSES BY SUBJECT

While every effort is made to ensure course lists are accurate, change is inevitable and courses may show alternate program restrictions at the time of scheduling. Courses used to satisfy graduation requirements must be designated as such at the time of registration. Not all courses are offered each year.

B
  • BUSCOM - Business and Commercial Law (https://catalogs.northwestern.edu/law/courses/buscom/)

C
  • CONPUB - Constitutional and Public Law (https://catalogs.northwestern.edu/law/courses/conpub/)
  • CRIM - Criminal Law (https://catalogs.northwestern.edu/law/courses/crim/)

I
  • INTPROP - Intellectual Property (https://catalogs.northwestern.edu/law/courses/intprop/)

L
  • LAWSTUDY - Law Studies-General or Interdisciplinary (https://catalogs.northwestern.edu/law/courses/lawstudy/)
  • LITARB - Litigation and Arbitration (https://catalogs.northwestern.edu/law/courses/litarb/)

P
  • PPTYTORT - Property and Tort Law (https://catalogs.northwestern.edu/law/courses/pptytort/)

R
  • REGLAW - Regulatory Law (https://catalogs.northwestern.edu/law/courses/reglaw/)

T
  • TAXLAW - Taxation Law (https://catalogs.northwestern.edu/law/courses/taxlaw/)